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Abstract—This paper presents service discovery architecture to find out available computing/intelligence resources on Internet of Things. Although mobile users roam around heterogeneous IoT fields, the architecture supports seamless service provision of ubiquitous resources from deployed smart devices’ federations in different ownership, policy, communication technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) consists of billions of computing objects interconnected globally, such as sensors, RFID tags, and smart electronic/electromechanical devices surrounding us. The objects disappear and weave themselves into the fabric of our everyday life for supporting us in carrying out daily life activities, tasks, and rituals in an easy and natural way using information and intelligence, hidden in the network linking objects [1]. The ubiquitous nature of IoT-based intelligence is realized on a large-scale and complex networking architecture of such heterogeneous objects which take into account the issues of sensing/actuating the real world, transmitting data, and managing the relevant services to build applications [2].

For actual development of IoT, recently, there is a paradigm shifting from networks of smart objects to networks of social objects, denoted by Social Internet of Things (SIoT), to solve objects’ service discovery and composition issues [3], [4]. In order to guarantee effective object and service discovery and scalability like in human social networks, the SIoT paradigm adds a social structure to the IoT architecture. That is, since a social structure of objects narrows down the discovery range of objects and services due to social network properties (i.e., small world phenomenon and local clustering feature [3]), it could provide navigability to the large scale IoT architecture.

However, even though the previous studies have solved the scalability challenges driven by the large scale property of IoT, there are still the other hand issues regarding heterogeneity of the IoT nature. As mentioned above, IoT consists of various types, shapes, and formations of objects, but the studies have mainly taken into account standalone devices, which have high computing capability as well as sufficient energy and can act alone as a social object, to configure a social structure. In addition, to interoperate between heterogeneous objects, there is no consideration to solve the heterogeneous environment of communication protocols.

The objects that compose the IoT environment are typically resource-constrained devices, such as sensors, actuators, and RFID tags, despite their smart functionalities. So, efficiency of communication including energy, CPU and memory usage, and complexity of methodologies is traditionally one of the most important research issues. In other words, it should be relied on reasonable deployment of adequate communication protocols to establish the ubiquitous environment of IoT.

Here, we move forward one step more by concerning highly heterogeneous environment of IoT from the current state of the novel SIoT paradigm evolution solved scalability issues. We first analyze two features of IoT’s heterogeneity: 1) types and formations of objects with socialization issues and 2) communication protocols for interoperability. Then, to support seamless ubiquitous computing service provision, we present on-site service discovery architecture on the heterogeneous IoT environment, consisting of four main functional schemes: Discovery Region Determination, On-site Agent Selection, Location-based Query, and Roaming Management.

II. LARGE SCALE AND HETEROGENEITY OF IoT

In this section, we explain heterogeneity of objects and their federations in IoT and of the evolitional nature, i.e., SIoT.

A. Ownership and Federation Policy

Since an IoT-based service provider (e.g., Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) is willing to get intelligent services and infrastructure based on autonomous operation, provider’s IoT domain shares the same routing policies with not only static/dynamic topology but also routing technologies and RATs (radio access technologies) as shown in Fig. 1. It means that each IoT domain can belong to different service providers which follow the different service-level agreement (SLA) and security level. So, even if domains are deployed at the same place physically, they cannot allow inter-communication between them to support a user.
ON-SITE SERVICE DISCOVERY ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we explain our proposal, denoted by on-site service discovery architecture. The need of this architecture is come from provisioning available services on intelligence or information to a user when he/she roams around over the ubiquitous nature of IoT. However, each IoT domain takes the different position as mentioned above, so that he/she does not only connect IoT devices directly, but also know how to reach them by which way. Thus, here we exploit the socialization agent that can support devices’ social networking via social relationships and trustworthiness between them. This service discovery architecture shown in Fig. 2 relies on four steps.

Discovery Region Determination: in this procedure, we can fit the range and scope of service discovery. In other words, it supports arranging discovery according to service providers, discovery goals or targets, physical or logical places, etc. It is used to create the Hello message for initial searches as well as all query messages to get service information.

On-site Agent Selection: for sending query messages and receiving response messages, we need to choose the agent in each IoT domain along its features and properties regarding formation and federation. Through the Hello message to one-hop neighbors, a user figures out the features and properties of every IoT domain surrounding him/her, and he/she selects an agent per each domain. Namely, it is linking points between all social devices targeted and the user to receive response messages when he/she roams around after querying.

Location-based Query: based on the location of a user, the query messages are transmitted in broadcasting within the predetermined range of discovery. Social devices would establish dynamic (temporal) social relationships and create trust levels; they carry out data gathering on behalf of the user according to the queries; and, eventually, they response results to the user. Thanks to the dynamic social relationship, social objects can communicate each other in the relationship even though they are deployed from different IoT service providers with different operating policy including communication protocols and radio access technologies as well as domain configuration.

Roaming Management: via the agents, this architecture can support user roaming to provide seamless service delivery. For this, it relies on tunneling between agents. That is, continuous maintaining of the dynamic social relationship at the current location is provided by previous social objects.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we bring the heterogeneity issue of the IoT nature that still causes many challenges for networking as well as smart service provisioning. Then, as a possible solution, we propose the on-site available service discovery architecture taking into consideration practical IoT domains’ formations and federations, based on the novel paradigm by evolving from smart devices to social devices.
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